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Abstract

The Discrete Element Method (DEM) was found to be an effective numerical method for the calculation of engineering
problems involving granular materials. However, the representation of irregular particles using the DEM is a very
challenging issue, leading to different geometrical approaches. This document presents a new insight in the application
of one of those simplifications known as rolling friction, which avoids excessive rotation when irregular shaped materials
are simulated as spheric particles. This new approach, called the Bounded Rolling Friction model, was applied to
reproduce a ballast resistance test.
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1. Introduction1

Traditionally, complex geomechanic problems were ad-2

dressed using refined constitutive models based on contin-3

uum assumptions. Although these models may be accurate4

in the evaluation of the critical state of soils [1, 2, 3, 4],5

or the flow of bulk material masses [5], they are not able6

to represent local discontinuities which typically play a7

fundamental role in the behaviour of granular materials.8

This discontinuous nature induces special features such as9

anisotropy or local instabilities, which are difficult to un-10

derstand or model based on the principles of continuum11

mechanics [6].12

The Discrete Element Method (DEM) is an alterna-13

tive approach that considers the granular nature of the14

material and provides a new insight in the constitutive15

model, being, nowadays, one of the most powerful and ef-16

ficient tools to reproduce the behaviour of bulk materials17

[6]. Within the DEM approach, presented by Cundall and18

Strack [7] in 1979, each material grain is simulated as a19

rigid particle. The deformation of the material is repre-20

sented by the interaction between the particles, allowing21

small overlaps. The normal and tangential contact be-22

tween the rigid particles define the material constitutive23

behaviour.24

DEM has proven to be a very useful tool to obtain com-25

plete qualitative information on calculations of groups of26

particles [6]. However, the computational cost of contact27

detection between Discrete Elements (DEs) is high and28

limits the applicability of the method to some practical29

problems, where millions of particles are typically involved.30

This problem is especially relevant when non-spherical par-31

ticles are employed. This limitation, together with the32

uncertainty about the real contact mechanics and particle33

properties influencing the global behaviour of bulk mate-34

rials [8], has led to different particle shape simplifications35

[9]:36

• Rolling friction refers to an additional torque37

(rolling resistance torque) that is applied to each par-38

ticle pair in contact and resists the rolling motion.39

This approach is typically applied to spherical DEs.40

Its main advantage is the low computational cost,41

since only the radii and the position of the centre42

of the spheric particles are required for the contact43

detection.44

Contact force calculation between spherical DEs is45

also straightforward, as the direction of the normal46

force is that of the vector that joins the spheres cen-47

tres.48

• Sphere clusters approach consists of representing49

each DE particle as a group of overlapping spheres50

joined rigidly, thereby allowing the use of algorithms51

that are straightforward extensions of the efficient52

methods used for spheres. This approach was used to53

represent geomaterials [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] with non-54

spherical particles. The total amount of spheres in the55

model is n× p, where n is the number of spheres per56

cluster, and p is the number of particles to be consid-57

ered in the model. The necessary value of n to prop-58

erly represent the roughness of a typical sand grain59

in 3D ranges from 100 to 400. In engineering calcu-60

lations, where only macroscopic results are searched61

for, particles with 10 − 20 spheres can be appropri-62

ate [15]. In both cases, there is a relevant increase of63
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contact detection time.64

It should also be noted that this approach introduces65

geometric friction due to the undesired cavities be-66

tween overlapped spheres.67

Traditionally, the contact detection is split into two68

stages: Global Neighbour Search (GNS) and Local69

Contact Resolution (LCR). Although both stages can70

be optimised [16, 17, 18], the computational time71

grows at least proportionally to the increase in the72

total amount of spheres in the model.73

• Superquadrics are a family of geometric shapes de-74

fined by formulas that resemble those of ellipsoids and75

other quadrics, except that the squaring operations76

are replaced by arbitrary powers. Contact calculation77

between two superquadrics was addressed by different78

authors in the last ten years [19, 20, 21].79

Although superquadrics are a promising option to rep-80

resent granular materials with the DEM, the compu-81

tational cost of contact detection is high. Podlozh-82

nyuk and Kloss [22] reported that the computational83

cost for superquadrics was 35 times higher than for84

spheres, in a simulation with 4860 DEs.85

• Polyhedral particles representation allows the use86

of sharp edges and corners, which can be useful to87

reproduce many kinds of granular material particles.88

However, this approach leads to an increase of GNS89

and LCR computational time.90

An extensive effort was made to use polyhedral par-91

ticle shapes. Cundall et al. [23, 24] developed a tech-92

nique to detect contact forces between polyhedrons93

called the common plane method. It is a compu-94

tationally expensive iterative method that replaces95

the contact between two polyhedrons with two plane-96

polyhedron contacts. This method was further im-97

proved by fast determination of the common plane98

[25]. Eliǎs [26] presented a new method of estimating99

the contact force between two polyhedrons based on100

calculating the intersecting volume, and applied it to101

the calculation of railway ballast behaviour. Although102

the results obtained were promising, the simulations103

involved only 120 particles, due to computational time104

issues.105

Aiming to improve contact detection and force eval-106

uation, Alonso-Marroqúın and Wang [27, 28] devel-107

oped the spheropolygons approach in 2D. It is based108

in sweeping a sphere around a polygon, which leads109

to an easier force evaluation, and a decrease in LCR110

computational time. Galindo-Torres and Pedroso [29]111

extended it to more complex interactions in 3D, re-112

sulting in the spheropolyhedrons approach, which was113

used to predict granular materials behavior [30].114

Ahmed et al. [21] presented a new algorithm called115

the potential particle shapes approach. It is based116

in representing the particles as adjustably rounded117

polyhedrons. The limitation of this approach is that118

it is only able to represent convex particles.119

In summary, the computational time of sphere cluster120

calculations augments proportionally to the increase of121

the amount of spheres in the model. For superquadrics,122

polyhedrons, spheropolyhedrons and potential particles, it123

strongly depends on the number of DEs and contacts, but124

the published works [22, 21, 26, 31] are limited to a few125

thousands of particles.126

In this work, rolling friction simplification was chosen127

due to its simplicity and lower computational require-128

ments.129

The paper starts with the introduction of the basic for-130

mulation of the DE model used. Next, the new insight131

for the application of the rolling resistance torque, called132

the Bounded Rolling Friction (BROF) model, is presented,133

including some validation tests. Finally, the proposed134

method is used to reproduce a laboratory test that evalu-135

ates the lateral resistance of a ballast layer.136

2. Model formulation137

2.1. Basic features138

2.1.1. Force evaluation139

The behaviour of granular materials is governed by140

grain-grain contact interactions. This is the basis of the141

DEM approach, where the material is characterised by142

means of defining the interactions between its constituent143

particles. In the basic DEM formulation, standard rigid144

body dynamics equations define the translational and ro-145

tational motion of particles. For the i-th particle, these146

equations can be written as147

miüi = Fi (1)148

Iiω̇i = Ti (2)149

where üi is the particle centroid acceleration in a fixed150

coordinate system X, ω̇i is the angular acceleration, mi is151

the particle mass, Ii is the second order inertia tensor with152

respect to the particle centre of mass, Fi is the resultant153

force, and Ti is the resultant moment about the central154

axes.155

Fi and Ti are computed as the sum of: (i) all forces and156

moments applied to the i-th particle due to external loads,157

Fext
i and Text

i , respectively, (ii) contact interaction forces,158

Fij , where j is the index of the neighbouring particle rang-159

ing from 1 to the number of elements nc
i in contact with the160

particle under consideration i and (iii) all forces, Fdamp
i ,161

and moments, Tdamp
i , resulting from external damping.162

Fi and Ti can be expressed as163

Fi = Fext
i +

nc
i∑

j=1
Fij + Fdamp

i (3)

Ti = Text
i +

nc
i∑

j=1
rij

c × Fij + Tdamp
i (4)
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where rc
ij is the vector connecting the centre of mass of164

the i − th particle and the contact point c with the j-th165

particle (Figure 1(a)).166

The contact between the two interacting spheres can167

be represented by the contact forces Fij and Fji (Figure168

1(a)), which satisfy Fij = −Fji. Each force Fij is decom-169

posed into the normal and tangential components, Fij
n and170

Fij
t , respectively (Figure 1(b))171

Fij = Fij
n + Fij

t = Fnnij + Fij
t (5)172

where nij is the unit vector normal to the contact sur-173

face at the contact point.174

The tangential force Fij
t , along the tangential direction175

tij (Figure 1(b)), can be written as176

Fij
t = Ft1tij

1 + Ft2tij
2 (6)177

where Ft1 and Ft2 are the tangential force components178

along the tangential directions t1 and t2, respectively.179

(a) Particles contact. (b) Force decomposition.

Figure 1: Decomposition of the contact force into normal and tan-
gential components [32].

2.1.2. Constitutive model180

The contact forces Fn, Ft1 and Ft2 are obtained using a181

constitutive model formulated for the contact between two182

DEs or a DE and a rigid facet. In the simulations carried183

out in this work, the classical Hertz-Midlin constitutive184

model along with viscous damping [33] was used for the185

contact evaluation, modified by introducing an additional186

material parameter called ’rolling friction coefficient’.187

With respect to the detection of contact between188

DE spheres and rigid boundaries, the Double Hierarchy189

Method H2 was followed [18]. To apply this algorithm,190

boundary surfaces should be discretised using triangle or191

quadrilateral meshes. A common binned data structure is192

used with the different types of objects (spherical DEs and193

triangular or quadrilateral elements) in order to efficiently194

search for potential neighbours. The contact search algo-195

rithm is particularised a posteriori for each distinct type196

of contact, i.e., particle-face, particle-edge etc., in order to197

establish pair-wise contacts at each time step.198

2.1.3. Time integration199

Equations (1) and (2) are integrated in time using a200

simple Central-Differences scheme [34].201

Explicit integration in time yields high computational202

efficiency and enables the solution of large models. On203

the contrary, it is conditionally stable, so the magnitude204

of the time step ∆t is limited [35]. The critical time step is205

determined by the highest natural frequency of the system.206

2.2. Bounded Rolling Friction (BROF) Model207

Rolling friction calculation can be addressed by different208

formulations. Ai et al. [36] presented four different types:209

• Models type A: the direction of the rolling resistance210

torque is always against the relative rotation between211

the two contacting entities, and its magnitude de-212

pends on the material properties and the contact nor-213

mal force [37].214

• Models type B: the magnitude of the rolling resistance215

torque depends on the angular velocity [37]. There216

are some situations where these models do not pre-217

dict rolling friction when it is required, due to its de-218

pendence on surface velocity difference between two219

particles. In these cases, they are highly inaccurate.220

• Models type C: the rolling resistance torque is the sum221

of a mechanical spring torque and a viscous damping222

torque [38]. In dynamic situations, models A and C223

(without damping) should converge to the same be-224

haviour. Ai et al. [36] showed that model C is superior225

in static situations.226

• Models type D: the rolling resistance torque depends227

on the total rotation or rotational velocity of a particle228

[39]. These models are clearly inefficient [36].229

Models B and D will not be further commented in this230

paper due to their limitations.231

A and C are the most commonly used rolling friction232

model types [8]. In this work, model A was improved233

to avoid the inconsistencies appearing in static situations.234

The main advantage of model A over model C is that only235

one parameter is required to completely define each mate-236

rial rolling friction.237

In model type A the rolling resistance torque Tr is given238

by239

Tr = −ec|Fn| ωrel

|ωrel|
(7)240

where ec is the resistance parameter that defines the con-241

tact rolling friction, which depends on the size and mate-242

rial properties of the particles in contact. Fn is the normal243

contact force and ωrel is the relative angular velocity of244

the two particles in contact. Figure 2 shows schematically245

the implementation of the rolling friction model type A.246
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Figure 2: Scheme of rolling resistance model type A.

The material property that influences the rolling be-247

haviour of the DE particles is called rolling friction co-248

efficient (ηr), which depends on the shape of the granular249

material particles: it will be higher for sharp stones than250

for pseudo-spherical ones. The rolling resistance parame-251

ter, ec, depends on the rolling friction coefficient (ηr) and252

the radius of both contacting spheres.253

Till this point, ec was treated as the rolling resistance254

parameter. However, it can also be defined as the eccen-255

tricity of the contact. The need of this parameter is based256

on the fact that, when dealing with non-spherical particles257

contact, the line of action of the contact normal force does258

not pass through the centroid of the particles [8]. In the259

classical model A, the rolling resistance parameter for par-260

ticle i (ec
i ) is considered as the product of its rolling friction261

coefficient ηr,i and the effective rolling radius Rr [8, 36],262

which, for two particles i and j in contact, is calculated as263

Rr,ij = rirj

ri + rj
(8)264

In the BROF model ec = min(ηi|ri|, ηj |rj |). This al-265

lows a more realistic consideration of the contact between266

particles with very different radius sizes, because the ec-267

centricity of the contact is defined by the lowest eccentric-268

ity of the contacting particles. This feature can be clearly269

noticed in the scheme of Figure 3.270

Ai et al. [36] outlined that model A should be used with271

caution in static situations, because rapid oscillations in272

the rolling resistance torque can appear due to the discon-273

tinuity in Eq. 7 at |ωrel| = 0. To avoid this drawback, the274

BROF model limits the rolling resistance torque (Tr
i ) to275

the necessary moment to stop the sphere rotation in one276

time step (Tmax
i )277

Tmax
i = ωiIi∆t−

nc
i∑

j=1
rij

c Fij

if ||Tr
i || < ||Tmax

i || → Tr
i = −ec|Fn| Tmax

i

|Tmax
i |

if ||Tr
i || ≥ ||Tmax

i || → Tr
i = Tmax

i

(9)278

where ωi is the angular velocity of the sphere i in the279

previous time step.280

It should be noted that, within the BROF model, the281

rolling resistance torque is applied in the direction of the282

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the effect of the rolling friction
parameters ec and ηr.

necessary moment to stop the sphere rotation in one time283

step (Tmax
i ), and not in the direction of the relative angu-284

lar velocity of the two particles in contact (|ωrel|). This285

was set in order to avoid discrepancies, making the algo-286

rithm frame-independent.287

Eq. 10 highlights the differences in the computation of288

the rolling resistance torque between the classical model289

A and the BROF model.290

Model type A Tr
i = −ec|Fn| ωrel

|ωrel|

BROF model Tr
i = −ec|Fn| Tmax

i

|Tmax
i |

(10)291

This improvement, based on the work of Tasora and292

Anitescu [40], avoids undesirable oscillations in the spheres293

spin.294

2.3. Software295

The data structures and algorithms have all been im-296

plemented through the Kratos multiphysics software suite297

[41], an Open-Source framework for the development of nu-298

merical methods for solving multidisciplinary engineering299

problems. Within Kratos multiphysics, a DEM code called300

DEMPack (www.cimne.com/dempack/) was implemented.301

3. BROF model validation302

Two of the benchmark cases described by Ai et al. [36]303

were selected for the validation of the BROF model. In304

both cases, the same material properties and simulation305

parameters described in [36] were used.306

3.1. Test case 1: sphere with initial velocity rotating over307

a flat surface [36]308

The first test adopted is a single sphere (with rolling309

friction) rotating over a flat surface. To develop the simu-310

lation, a sphere is placed over a rigid surface letting it move311
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by its own weight until it achieves equilibrium. Then, an312

initial translational velocity (v0 = 1.0m/s) is applied to313

the sphere. The test case layout is shown in Figure 4.314

Figure 4: Initial layout of test case 1.

The material properties and simulation parameters used315

in test cases 1 and 2 are summarised in Table 1.316

Table 1: Material properties and calculation parameters used in test
cases 1 and 2.

Material properties
Density (kg/m3) 1056
Young modulus (Pa) 4.0 · 107

Poisson ratio 0.49
Restitution coefficient 0.2
Friction coefficient DE/FE 0.8
Rolling friction coefficient 0.2

Calculation parameters
Gravity (m/s2) −9.8
Time step (s) 5.0 · 10−5

Neighbour search frequency 10

Figure 5 shows the rolling resistance torque over time us-317

ing the BROF model, as compared to that obtained with318

the classic model type A [36]. In the dynamic part of the319

simulation, the rolling resistance torque in both models is320

a constant value given by Eq. 7. However, once the sphere321

reaches its final position, differences between both models322

arise. In the classic model A, the torque oscillates between323

a positive and a negative value with the same magnitude.324

The BROF model overcomes this inconvenience thanks to325

the limitation imposed in eq. 9, and leads to an equilib-326

rium situation where the rolling resistance torque and the327

particle angular velocity are zero.328

The torque instability for model A generates oscillations329

in angular velocity, which are also eliminated with the330

BROF model. Although their magnitude is low for the331

test case 1, the kinetic energy generated can be relevant332

in simulations involving a large amount of particles.333

With model C, damping is necessary to avoid oscillations334

in a static situation. Without damping, the behaviour335

would be similar to the behaviour of model A, but the os-336

cillating frequency does not depend on the step: it depends337

on the rolling stiffness and the mass of the sphere.338

The graph in Figure 6 shows the response of the BROF339

model and the classic rolling friction model C with a damp-340

ing ratio δr = 0.3. It can be appreciated that, in model C,341

Model A

BROF model

Figure 5: Comparison between rolling resistance torque obtained
applying the classic rolling friction model A and the BROF model.

some oscillations still appear although damping is applied.342

The amplitude of the oscillation decreases gradually with343

time.344

Figure 6: Comparison between rolling resistance torque obtained
applying the classic rolling friction model C with a damping ratio
δr = 0.3 and the BROF model.

The results obtained for test case 1 show that BROF345

model outperforms models A and C. The difference is less346

relevant for model C.347

3.2. Test case 2: sphere with initial angular velocity rotat-348

ing over an inclined surface [36]349

The aim of the second test case is to evaluate the influ-350

ence of varying the rolling friction coefficient in the BROF351

model. It consists of a sphere rolling up a slope with an352

angle of β = 10 degrees, as shown in Figure 7. The sphere353

has the same properties as in test case 1 (see Table 1).354

In this case the sphere is positioned over the rigid surface355

allowing it to move by its own weight, but restringing its356

movement in the x direction (see Figure 7). When the357

sphere come to rest, x movement restriction is removed358

and an initial translational velocity v0 = 1.0m/s, parallel359

to the slope, is applied.360
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Figure 7: Initial layout of test case 2.

In order to evaluate the influence of the rolling friction361

coefficient in the sphere response, two other values of the362

rolling friction coefficient ηr were considered. When ηr363

is lower than 0.176 (which corresponds to a rolling fric-364

tion angle α = 10 degrees) the sphere should roll back365

downwards after reaching its highest point. When ηr is366

sufficiently large (more than 0.176), the sphere should be367

stopped by a resistance torque that prevents the downward368

rolling due to gravity.369
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(a) Rolling resistance torque versus time.
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(b) Rolling distance versus time.

Figure 8: Test case 2 results for three different rolling friction coef-
ficients ηr = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 applying the BROF model.

Figure 8(a) shows the evolution of the rolling resistance370

torque over time. It is worth noting that applying the371

BROF model, the rolling resistance torque in dynamic sit-372

uations is constant for a specific value of the rolling friction373

coefficient. However, when the particle comes to rest, the374

rolling resistance torque is set to a specific value, which375

is the necessary torque to stop the sphere rotation in one376

time step. This feature can be clearly appreciated in Fig-377

ure 8(a), for ηr = 0.2 and 0.4, where the rolling resistance378

torque is the same independently of the value of the rolling379

friction coefficient.380

Figure 8(b) shows the sphere rolling distance over time.381

It can be observed that, with a higher rolling friction coeffi-382

cient, the sphere spin stops faster. As expected, the sphere383

rolls back downwards after reaching its highest point for384

ηr = 0.1.385

(a) Rolling resistance torque versus time.

(b) Rolling distance versus time.

Figure 9: Test case 2 results for three different rolling friction coeffi-
cients ηr = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 applying the classic rolling friction model
C with a damping ratio δr = 0.3 [36].

Figure 9 presents the results obtained by Ai et al. [36]386

with the classic rolling friction model C with a damping387

ratio δr = 0.3. Although the rolling resistance torque is388

similar, BROF model avoids oscillations with only one pa-389

rameter to calibrate.390

4. Railway ballast behaviour calculation391

4.1. Ballast characterisation392

Railway ballast refers to the layer of crushed stones393

placed between and underneath the sleepers. The purpose394
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of this layer of granular material is to provide drainage395

and structural support for the dynamic loading applied by396

trains [42].397

The ballast layer is relatively inexpensive and easy to398

maintain. However, the demands over the ballasted track399

are increasing due to the faster, heavier and more frequent400

trains, which yields to the necessity of a better understand-401

ing of its mechanics and the way in which it resists lateral402

and vertical loads [21].403

Mechanical testing on specimens of railway ballast is dif-404

ficult to carry out in traditional laboratory devices owing405

to the large particle size [43]. Thus, there is interest in de-406

veloping simulation techniques that enable the numerical407

analysis of the mechanical behaviour of ballast. Railway408

ballast is an ideal material to be calculated with the DEM409

[21], due to its granular nature and relatively large grain410

size, compared with the depth of the ballast layer.411

Some material properties of ballast are well documented412

in technical literature. In this work, the following values413

were adopted:414

• Density: 2700 kg/m3 [44].415

• Particle size: ballast granulometry is regulated [45].416

Following the indications of European standards, the417

mean diameter of the particles was set to 0.05 m.418

• Poisson ratio: 0.18-0.20 [46, 44].419

• Restitution coefficient: 0.4 [46].420

• Angle of repose: 40 degrees [13].421

There is some scope for uncertainty in the choice of the422

Young modulus value. For real ballast stones, some au-423

thors suggest E = 30 GPa [47, 48]. However, contacts be-424

tween real ballast stones are not Hertzian, as the particles425

have rough and non-spherical surfaces [49]. For rough sur-426

faces, the contact radius of curvature is much smaller than427

for idealised spherical shapes. As a consequence, the ap-428

propriate value of the Young modulus when using spheres429

is lower. Ahmed et al. [21] used values of shear modulus430

(G) between 1 and 10 GPa, that corresponds to a value431

of the Young modulus between 2.36 and 23.6 GPa for the432

chosen Poisson ratio (ν = 0.18). In this work, we tested433

four values within that range: E = 5.9, 11.8, 17.7 and 23.6434

GPa, which corresponds to G = 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10 GPa.435

The friction coefficient between ballast stones depends436

on the time and the load cycles suffered by ballast stones.437

According to Melis [44], the friction angle should always438

be between 30 and 40 degrees (friction coefficient between439

0.577 and 0.839). In this work, a value of 0.6 was selected,440

following Chen et al. [13].441

As mentioned before, ballast particles were represented442

as spherical DEs with rolling friction. The value of the443

rolling friction coefficient was calibrated to reproduce the444

angle of repose of ballast, as described in the following445

section.446

4.2. Angle of repose447

The angle of repose is defined as the slope of a pile of448

granular material laid up on the ground without any other449

support [50]. The importance of this material property is450

that it controls all parameters that affect the behaviour451

of large amounts of granular material (friction between452

particles, shape and size of different grains), allowing their453

evaluation in a simple way.454

0.25

0.25

0.7

0.5

1.3

0.7

Figure 10: Simulation layout (measurements in meters) [13].

Figure 10 shows the layout of the simulation (taken from455

Chen et al. [13]) developed to calibrate the rolling friction456

coefficient of the material. The test is based on measuring457

the angle of repose for each of the rolling friction coeffi-458

cients evaluated. In the simulation, particles are deposited459

from a hopper with a squared aperture of 25 cm side, lo-460

cated 0.7 m above the floor.461

Material and calculation parameters are defined in Table462

2. The critical time step of the system is determined by463

its highest natural frequency, and it depends on the mass464

and the stiffness of the particles. For that reason, different465

time steps were used for each simulation.466

Table 2: Data summary.

Material properties
Density (kg/m3) 2700
Poisson coefficient 0.18
Young modulus (GPa) 5.9/11.8/17.7/23.6
Friction coefficient 0.6
Restitution coefficient 0.4
Rolling friction coefficient 0.2/0.25/0.3

Calculation parameters
Time step (µs) 8.0/6.0/5.0/4.0
Neighbour search frequency 10

Figure 11 shows the angle of repose obtained for each467

value of the rolling friction coefficient. It corresponds to468

the tests for E = 17.7 GPa, though the results were inde-469

pendent of the Young modulus (results not shown).470
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Figure 11: Repose angle of the granular material for different rolling friction parameters (E = 17.7 GPa).

Since the angle of repose of ballast is 40 degrees, the471

rolling friction coefficient was set to 0.25 for the benchmark472

test described in the following section.473

It should be noted that the rolling friction approach can474

be useful to reproduce other granular materials with spher-475

ical DEs.476

4.3. Ballast layer lateral resistance477

One of the problems that may appear in railway infras-478

tructures is lateral buckling, which is one of the most criti-479

cal troubles in railroad tracks [51]. It can greatly affect the480

circulation and may cause catastrophic derailments [52].481

Lateral buckling can be caused by mechanical or thermal482

loads, being relatively common in countries with large de-483

viations in temperature between winter and summer. For484

this reason, lateral resistance of the track is one of the485

most important parameters regarding track stability. In486

this context, the ballast plays a crucial role [51].487

Because of the importance of this problem, we devel-488

oped a numerical simulation to evaluate the lateral resis-489

tance force of a ballast layer against a sleeper with imposed490

motion.491

A reference experimental test [53] was reproduced nu-492

merically, and the results were compared.493

4.3.1. Reference test494

Zand and Moraal [53] conducted a series of three-495

dimensional ballast resistance tests using a rail track panel.496

Those tests were performed in the Roads and Railways Re-497

search Laboratory of the Delft University of Technology498

(TU Delft).499

The tests consisted of a track panel with five sleepers in-500

side a ballast bed (Figure 12). Lateral load was applied by501

means of two diagonal rods connecting the hydraulic actu-502

ator (150 kN) to the track section. Two connecting beams503

were welded between the rails to reinforce the track panel504

enabling a more uniform load application. The motion of505

the track panel was imposed and the opposing force was506

measured.507

v = 1 cm/min

A A

Figure 12: Laboratory test layout [53].

The laboratory tests were performed for different ver-508

tical loads. In this work, the test with unloaded sleepers509

was chosen for the numerical calculation.510

4.3.2. DE model511

The geometry used in the simulations is the same as in512

the laboratory test, but for only one sleeper, instead of five513

(see Figure 13). Lateral resistance test simulations were514

developed using spherical discrete elements with rolling515

friction.516

5.20

0.84 0.34

0.51

0.74

0.33

2.540.74

0.23

0.30.60

Figure 13: Test geometry for calculating ballast lateral resistance
force against sleeper movement (distances in meters).

Particles initial distribution is a key parameter that has517

not been already mentioned, since it is specific for numer-518

ical modelling, though irrelevant for the case described in519

section 4.3.1.520

To start the calculation, the volume has to be filled with521

spherical DEs. Although there exist sphere meshers (e.g.522

8



GiD pre and post-processor sphere mesher, http://www.523

gidhome.com/), the result do not always meet the desired524

material compactness. As a result, new alternatives need525

to be considered to address the problem.526

Tran [54] proposed the so-called gravitational packing527

technique to generate DE samples for granular material528

simulations. It consists in assigning the particles a zero529

friction coefficient value, and letting them to freely fill the530

volume under consideration. This leads to a high particle531

compactness, though requires a pre-simulation. This is the532

method applied in this work.533

In this specific case, an auxiliary surface is needed to534

maintain the slope of the the embankment when the ma-535

terial friction angle is zero.536

Figure 14 shows the layout of the numerical model at537

the beginning and at the end (time = 2.5s) of the pre-538

simulation. The auxiliary surfaces move downwards to-539

gether with the granular material in order to maintain the540

desired geometry. In Figure 14 it can also be seen that541

an auxiliary sleeper, higher than the real one, was used to542

keep the geometry of the ballast layer.543

At the end of the pre-simulation, it was verified that544

the value of the vertical force on the upper part of the545

auxiliary surfaces was zero (otherwise, the ballast layer546

would be over-compacted).547

Auxiliary

surfaces

(t=0.0s)

Auxiliary sleeper

Auxiliary

surfaces

(t=2.5s)

Auxiliary sleeper

0
.9

6
0

.8
4

Figure 14: Auxiliary surfaces used to keep the geometry during the
pre-simulation.

The particle arrangement at the end of the pre-548

simulation was the starting point of the laboratory test549

numerical calculation. The DE mesh, consisting of 21,708550

spheres, is shown in Figure 15.551

Figure 15: Initial configuration for the ballast resistance numerical
test.

The friction between ballast and the outer walls was con-552

sidered null to simulate a continuous domain with mirrored553

particles. Hence, the results of the numerical model can554

be compared to those obtained in the experiment, where555

the lateral force was applied to 5 sleepers.556

The material properties and calculation parameters were557

defined in Table 2. The rolling friction coefficient was set558

to 0.25, based on the results of section 4.2. The value of559

the friction coefficient between the ballast stones and the560

sleeper was taken from the reference study [53], where it561

was computed experimentally.562

4.3.3. Results563

Figure 16 shows the results of the lateral resistance force564

versus the sleeper displacement. The numerical and the565

experimental results are compared.566

0

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

12000

0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025

F
o

rc
e 

[N
]

Displacement [m]

E = 5.9 GPa 
E = 11.8 GPa
E = 17.7 GPa
E = 23.6 GPa
Experimental

Figure 16: Numerical results of the ballast resistance test for four
different values of the Young modulus, and comparison to the exper-
imental test.

It can be observed that the results in the first loading567

stages for E = 17.7 GPa and E = 23.6 GPa are almost568

identical, and close to the experimental curve. For lower569

values of E, the slope is also lower. The differences in570

terms of the maximum resistance force are less relevant,571

with certain erratic behaviour.572

These results suggest that for this test, the influence of573

E is negligible provided that some value greater than 17.7574

GPa is chosen. Since lower values allow for larger time575

steps and low computational time, it is advantageous to576

use E = 17.7 GPa.577

An interesting feature of the numerical methods is that578

they allow obtaining results difficult to measure in exper-579

imental facilities. As an example, the percentage of the580

lateral resistance force exerted by ballast against each face581

of the sleeper can be computed. This information can582

be useful to optimise the geometry of the cross-section to583

increase the lateral resistance force under different situa-584

tions.585

Figure 17 shows the results. It can be seen that at the586

start of the simulation, 50% of the resisting force is due to587
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Figure 17: Percentage of the lateral resistance force acting on each
sleeper face.

the friction of the bottom face. However, that percentage588

decays sharply up to 20% for displacement equal to 3 mm,589

while it grows for the shoulder, whose force is higher for590

displacement greater than 1 mm.591

According to these results, the most effective way to592

increase the lateral resistance would be to augment the593

roughness of the bottom face of the sleeper. If lateral dis-594

placements greater than 1 mm were allowed, the geometry595

of the shoulder should be optimised.596

A more comprehensive analysis would be required to597

draw conclusions in a practical case, including the analysis598

of loaded scenarios.599

5. Summary and conclusions600

A new model, called the Bounded Rolling Friction601

(BROF), for the computation of rolling friction for spher-602

ical DE particles was presented. Besides providing similar603

results than the previous rolling friction models in dynamic604

situations, it includes a limitation to the angular velocity605

in order to avoid undesirable sphere rotation when the par-606

ticle is almost at rest. The BROF model was compared607

with previous rolling friction models, concluding that the608

results are accurate, with only one parameter (ηr) to be609

calibrated. BROF model sensitivity to changes in ηr was610

also checked.611

It can be concluded that the BROF model outperforms612

previous approaches for modelling irregular particle shapes613

with spherical DEs.614

To calibrate the BROF model ηr parameter, the angle615

of repose of the granular material can be used, since it616

is easy to obtain it in the laboratory. In the case study617

presented, an angle of repose of 40 degrees was obtained618

for ballast with ηr = 0.25.619

The BROF model with spherical DEs was used to re-620

produce an experimental test on the lateral resistance of621

ballast against a sleeper with imposed motion. The initial622

stiffness was correctly reproduced, and the maximum force623

was captured with an error of almost the 6%.624

DEM allows detailed analyses of the system response,625

which are often difficult to carry out in laboratory. In the626

benchmark presented, the evolution of the relative influ-627

ence in the resistant force of each component of the ballast628

layer was identified.629

The results showed some degree of dependence on the630

Young modulus value. In particular, they suggest that631

a minimum value of 17.7 GPa (correspondent to a shear632

modulus of 7.5 GPa) should be considered. Hence, cali-633

bration of this parameter seems advisable before applying634

this model to reproduce ballast behavior under different635

load conditions.636

Although the results suggest that spherical DEs can be637

appropriate to reproduce the macroscopical behavior of638

large domains featuring a high amount of particles (as is639

the case of the ballast bed), it is obvious that a more accu-640

rate description could be achieve with more realistic parti-641

cle shapes. The authors are currently working in this line642

by using clusters of spheres.643
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